
C88 YSA/YWA Salmon Bogie Rail Carrying Wagon
The Salmon is a flat wagon, measuring 62’ 0” over headstocks for carrying 60’ 0” lengths of rail or track panels. They have also been used 
without bolsters to carry bridge girders etc. The design was based on an LMS wagon (BBP/Borail J/MD) some of which were revenue stock, 
including the BR period. The first batch of wagons (162) was built to the LMS Diagram 19, with wood floor and LMS Bogies (This is 
available as C47). The rest of the Salmons featured a steel floor, and GWR style plate bogies. The original bogies were (Kit C46) standard 
5’ 6” wheelbase (Nos. DB 996100-151/ 214-362) , and  (Kit C27) 8’ 0” wheelbase (Nos. DB 996363-677, DB 996804-969/996995-7019), a 
type only found elsewhere on the “Borail E”.  Some have low side rails, which may be wood or steel, and others have longitudinal timbers 
between the bolsters. Bolsters are not always fitted, and the wagons without them are used for carrying one to four (five, if timber sleepers) 
recovered track panels, or new concrete sleepers, closely spaced in three rows with timber spacers between each row. In mid-2009, work 
began on fitting guides to locate track panels, consisting of two substantial frames at each end, plus two smaller stanchions in the centre. 
These, and the headstocks, are bright yellow, but the rest of the wagon remains in the “livery” it had already. About 90 wagons have had 
this done and the code is YKA Osprey. References: web – the excellent LTSV site – http://www.ltsv.com/w_profile_044.php ;
 Martyn Read’s site – http://ukrailrollingstock.fotopic.net/c60089.html (Salmons) and http://ukrailrollingstock.fotopic.net/c1756945.html  
(Ospreys);  print –  “British Railway Air Braked Stock” Vol. 2  (Tom Smith, Cheona, 2003)
Construction: 
Remove the sprues from the two floor halves and carefully trim or 
file away the “feeds”  from the bevelled edge. Then join them 
together (there are small arrows indicating the “centre end” of the 
halves) - ensure the edges line up. Cut the buffer bodies from the 
sprue with a fine saw, taking care to retain all of the narrow part at 
each end which locates in the headstock and buffer head. Fit to the 
headstocks with the small square on the bodies at the top. (The 
edge of the headstock attached to the sprue is the bottom). Leave 
these assemblies to set. Remove the solebars from the sprue and 
and carefully trim or file away the “feeds”  from the bevelled edge. 
Carefully remove the angled crossbars (4) from the 
bolster/stanchion sprues and one chain box & front. Fit the front to 
the box so that the bottom edges are flush (Bottom of box is side 
furthest from sprue). You will find it useful to have a 15cm steel 
ruler to assemble  the underframe. With the floor upsidedown on a 
flat surface, fit the solebars to each side, with an equal overhang at 
each end, then add the headstocks. Add one of the four separate 
trusses against the studs on the floor , nearest one solebar (Note 
orientation of truss angles). Line it up with a ruler against the 
vertical posts of the trusses (across the wagon). Now fit the chain 
box to the rear of the solebar - pad marked “X” — it will be at the 
left-hand end of the wagon when on the track. (there is only one 
box on a wagon). Fit the other three trusses (as per diagram) and 
line up with the ruler.
 Add the four crossbars in the inner corners of the vertical posts. 
BOLSTERS: when fitted there are five — one on the centre line, 
and the others on the heavier scribe lines (approx. 45mm & 90mm 
from the centre. Bolsters are not fitted when carrying track panels. 
When built, there were fold-over plates at each end, but none of 
the re-bogied wagons appear to have these. Fit buffer heads to 
bodies. 
HANDWHEELS: fit six-spoked hand-wheels to the small brackets 
(located near buffer head and tank half on the sprue). 

Fix to the back of the solebar ends (at all 4 corners), 4mm from the 
end, so that top edge of hand wheel can be glued to the bottom edge 
of the solebar (Correct position is lower than this, but this will make 
the handwheel less likely to be knocked off). Some wagons have 
steps (on bolster sprue) to the right of the LH handwheel  – fit to 
the back of the solebars. 
BOGIES: 
NOTE: use the bolsters (B) from the “one-piece” bogie sprue, and 
if required, the T-shaped coupling adaptor (A) from  the moulding 
with handwheels/buffers. The stretcher on this moulding is NOT 

needed, nor is the rectangular 
block from the “one-piece” 
bogie sprue.
Press bearings into holes in 
the frames. Fit axlebox fronts 
– from the sprue with buffers 
/hand-wheels. 
You will need to cut off the 
outer pegs on the bogie at (S) 
and slightly enlarge the holes 
in the  mount to fit the the 
adaptor (A) on the pegs. The 
Bachmann mini coupling is 
best, as the outer “wings” (W 
on diagram) on the coupling 
and and the adaptor can be 
cut off to avoid hitting the 
handwheels. 
Add the wheels. Put screws 

through the (bogie) bolsters (B) from the side with 4 pegs, place the 
bogie on the bolster and add the nut. Fit to underside of wagon in 
the locating “square” on the floor. 
Airtank/brake distributor (both in two halves)  – these fit on the 
opposite side to the chain box; also winches (on bolster sprue) – 8 
per side – see photos. Lastly, fit the stanchions, if bolsters have been 
fitted. 
LIVERY: yellow solebar, rest black – floor optionally rust colour; 
with black lettering. One (DB996271) or more had EWS red livery. 
White handwheels & steps. 
Sample numbers:  YSA DB996110, 121, 124, 127, 157, 219.
YWA DB996312, 338, 355, 374, 439, 571 (has bolsters).
YKA Osprey DB996511, 589.
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